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Hydraulic Pulsing in 
Managed Wetlands to 
Identify Physical Parameters



South Florida’s Stormwater
Treatment Areas (STAs)

The South Florida Water 
Management District (SFWMD) has 
constructed nearly 60,000 acres of 
managed wetlands to remove 
phosphorous from water prior to 
discharging into the Everglades.



Planned Projects (per the 
Restoration Strategies Program)

Additional planned projects will expand the existing wetland areas and add 
upstream storage features known as Flow Equalization Basins (FEBs).



Understanding the Dynamics 
of the STAs is Critical

To better understand these complex systems, use of 
hydraulic perturbation (wave) tests has helped to:

• Ensure that the theoretical basis behind STA hydraulic 
formulations are sound

• Extract system’s physical parameters to match the 
calculations of

• Total discharge
• Wave speed
• Wave attenuation

• Benchmark key behavior of the system

• Make it possible to inform and scientifically support and 
defend operational management decisions



The Complexities of Understanding 
Flow Mechanics…



Basic Idea Behind the Wave Test

 Approach quasi-steady state 
conditions

 Send a series of continuous 
sinusoidal or square waves 
through the medium or canal

 Monitor the wave speeds and 
wave attenuations at locations of 
interest

 Convert wave speeds and 
attenuations into parameter 
values of partial differential 
equation 

 Develop functions q(h,s) that 
describe all wave behaviors

1.

http://www.google.com/imgres?hl=en&biw=1280&bih=610&tbm=isch&tbnid=K3HQlELBJqqejM:&imgrefurl=http://users.tinyonline.co.uk/gswithenbank/mrsmdth.htm&docid=ySNbBY1VYWp_GM&imgurl=http://users.tinyonline.co.uk/gswithenbank/devil.gif&w=691&h=1153&ei=AKEuUeyIIJLU9QTbkIHgDA&zoom=1&ved=1t:3588,r:1,s:0,i:163&iact=rc&dur=1005&sig=112809097480505624375&page=1&tbnh=167&tbnw=100&start=0&ndsp=19&tx=46&ty=93


Wave Behavior in Space and Time



Gamma characterizes wave speed

Alpha characterized wave amplitude decay

Manning’s constant characterizes the total 
discharge

Wave Function Parameters

Three parameters are used to match three physical 
characterizations of hydraulics



Waves Can Tell so Much!



Wave Test Outcomes Inform Other 
Useful Parameters as Well

For Example:
• Bulk resistance coefficient

• Spatially varying resistance coefficients

• Sensitivity of influence: How much influence can 
be observed with the operation

• Expected times of influence: Time for operational 
influence to be felt at points in space

• Emptying time

• Filling time

• Residence time



An Example Field Experiment

A wave test was performed in Cell 3A of 
STA 3/4. Inflow was varied and stages 
were monitored at various points in the 
wetland footprint.



Wave Field Test Experiment Apparatus

Low cost, reusable pressure transducers are used 
to temporarily expand the monitoring network

No need for ground truthing since only relative 
stage differences are needed



Deploying in “Resistant” 
Emergent Vegetation



Wave Test Inflow Design 

Operational waves designed to produce 
different depth regimes, but still 
propagate through the entire facility

Real-time operations updated every 
15 minutes to operate gates or pumps 
to mimic the desired wave pattern.



Average Flow: 750cfs 
Amp: +/-50% (375cfs)
Range: 375-1125cfs
Wavelength: 64hr

Start time: 8/8/14 00:00 
Average Flow: 350cfs
Amp: +/-43% (150cfs)
Range: 200-500cfs 
Wavelength: 64hr

Start time: 9/5/14 00:00 

Average Flow: 900cfs
Amp: +/-40% (360cfs) 
Range: 540-1260cfs
Wavelength: 50hr

Start:  9/15/14 09:00

STA3/4 – Cell 2A



Responses in Stage



The Good News –
We Can Find Our Signal!



Example Outcomes

Expressed as a multi-zone power function:

If you want only one 
equation



There are Simpler Versions Too

Expressed in simpler functions (with associated error):



Another Way of Looking 
at the Outcomes



Example SIMULATION of Operational 
Filling Based on Analytical Results

STA3/4 observed data logger 
data

STA3/4, Cell 3A simulation, verified with field data

STA3/4 simulated surge



An Example of Vegetation 
“Transmissivity” Mapping in STA2



Conclusions

 Wave testing as performed in the STAs of South 
Florida has demonstrated an ability to improve the 
understanding of physical systems in a low cost, yet 
robust manner.

 Similar testing has also been performed in the L31W 
and M-Canal waterways in South Florida with similar 
success.

 This novel approach to field experimentation has the 
potential for broad-scale applicability. 



Thank You!
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